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Abstract: This paper presents linear models built for the purpose of investigating 

tempo-dependent interaction between two components of Polish speech rhythm, 

namely Rhythmic Prominence Intervals (RPI) and syllables, within the framework of 

coupled oscillator model ([1], [2], [3]). The relative coupling strength parameter (r) 

calculated from regression coefficients shows increasing strength of the lower-level 

syllabic oscillator with increasing tempo and, conversely, greater dominance of the 

RPI oscillator at slower speaking rates. These findings indicate the coexistence of dif-

ferent timing strategies or patterns within one language and add to the evidence against 

the traditional, categorical division of languages into syllable- and stress-timed (e.g., 

[4]). Altogether, the results of our models indicate a strong linear relationship between 

syllable count in RPI and its duration across different speaking rates (very slow – very 

fast) and reveal some interesting properties of the rhythmic/timing structure of Polish, 

e.g. greater flexibility of tempo deceleration comparing to other languages. The mod-

els account for between 85% and 94% of the variability in RPI duration (based on adj. 

R2) when speaker is added as a random factor, or when the laboratory measured speak-

ing rate (in syll./sec.) is used instead of intended speaking rate (tempo class). 

1 Introduction 

This study is part of a large project on the rhythmic structure of utterances in Polish1 and inves-

tigates selected aspects of Polish speech rhythm, namely the relationship between two compo-

nents of the hierarchical rhythmic structure, i.e. the lower-level syllabic component and the 

higher-level Rhythmic Prominence Interval component, across a range of speaking rates. The 

analysis is carried out using the coupled oscillator model of speech rhythm ([1], [2], [3]). The 

model assumes that complex rhythms such as speech rhythm, but also various biological 

rhythms, can be modelled as a result of an interaction between component oscillators (or 

“subrhythms”) which control timing at different levels of a complex hierarchical system (e.g., 
syllable, foot or interstress interval level, etc.). In isolation, these components may display sim-

ple periodic behavior (they represent simple oscillations), but in interaction the oscillators in-

fluence each other: The direction, i.e. which oscillator dominates and which becomes entrained, 

and the strength of this influence is expressed in terms of relative coupling strength denoted 

with r. In the model by O’Dell and Nieminen ([1], [2]) r is measured as the ratio of linear 

regression coefficients (r = intercept/slope), based on the results presented by Eriksson [5], who 

found strong linear relationship between interstress interval (ISI) duration and the number of 

syllables (n) it contained (ISI = a + bn). It was shown in [5] that what distinguishes the purported 

rhythm classes of syllable- and stress-timing is the value of the intercept which is higher in 

stress- than in syllable-timed languages. ([1], [2]) proposed to interpret a tendency towards 

stress-timing as the effect of the dominance of the foot or ISI oscillator over the syllabic one (r 

> 1), resulting in a greater overall timing variability, and, conversely, greater strength of the 

syllabic oscillator over the foot/ISI oscillator in case of syllable-timing (r ≤ 1). Coupled oscil-

lator models provide a very good solution to analysis of different timing strategies within a 

                                                 
1 This research has been carried out in the scope of the project “Rhythmic structure of utterances in the Polish 
language: A corpus analysis” supported by National Science Centre (NCN) grant no. 2013/11/D/HS2/04486. 
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single language and can also be useful for tackling typological issues concerning language 

rhythm. 

2 Methodology  

2.1 Speech material 

The current study is based on a selected material from the Polish Rhythmic Database [6], i.e. 

readings of the story “The north wind and the sun” at five intended speaking rates (very slow, 

slow, normal, fast and very fast) by twenty Polish native speakers (10 females and 10 males). 

The Polish Rhythmic Database consists of 3 subcorpora: L1 Polish, L2 Polish (recordings of 

12 non-native speakers of Polish with L1 German, Spanish and Korean), and other L1s repre-

senting languages traditionally associated with different rhythm types: stress-, syllable- and 

mora-timing (German, Spanish and Korean respectively). Apart from the recordings of the 

story, the L1 Polish subcorpus consists of: a) read sentences of a varying phonotactic structure, 

b) mini-dialogues, c) excerpts of poems representing different poetic meters, and d) spontane-

ous monologues. The whole database includes 5 h 30 min. of speech and was collected for the 

purpose of studying a wide range of topics related to speech timing, rhythm and prosody in 

general. It is accompanied with tools and methods developed specifically for the needs of such 

analyses, e.g., plugins to measure speaking rate and to calculate rhythm metrics ([7], [8], [9]), 

or Python scripts to extract prosodic information such as presence of a pitch accent, prominence 

status of the syllable, or stress group position in the intonational phrase. Most of the tools can 

be accessed via Annotation Pro software [10] which is integrated with the Polish Rhythmic 

Database and additionally enables, among others, automatic phonemic transcription and seg-

mentation of recordings. 

2.2 Labeling 

The whole speech material used in the current study was automatically segmented at phoneme, 

syllable and word level [11], and prosodically hand-labeled in Praat by four trained annotators 

and an expert phonetician. In order to facilitate the labeling, to ensure its consistency at multiple 

tiers and efficient processing of its results, a collection of Python scripts was created. They 

enable, among others, automatic insertion of points (at a Praat point tier) corresponding to word 

boundaries. For each syllable we determined its stress, pitch accent and prominence status and 

for each word we provided an index (similar, but not identical to ToBI break indices) signaling 

its position in the prosodic hierarchy according to the phonological model of prosodic structure 

in [12]. The prosodic labeling was based on objective (phonological/linguistic, acoustic) and 

subjective (perceptual) criteria. For example, since primary words stress was assigned automat-

ically (it was provided in the output of automatic phonetic alignment), the labelers’ task con-
sisted in verifying, if necessary, its presence and position in line with the phonological rules on 

the one hand ([13], [14]), and perceptual assessment supported by objective acoustic cues on 

the other ([15], [16], [17]). Syllables which should be stressed, but were not perceived as such, 

were marked as destressed. The same procedure was applied to secondary stress labeling (there 

were no instances of tertiary stresses). As a result, the annotations reflect dynamic stress, i.e. 

concrete acoustic prominence or salience, rather than an abstract phonological property of a 

syllable within a word (see discussion in [18], pp. 48-62). Pitch accent was defined following 

[18] as “a local feature of a pitch contour – usually, but not invariably a pitch change, and often 

involving a local maximum or minimum – which signals that the syllable with which it is asso-

ciated is prominent in the utterance” (p. 48). The labelers were instructed to use the information 

on stress and pitch accent status of a syllable when determining the prominence pattern of an 

utterance, however in their judgements they were not limited to acoustic cues (cf. [19]). Con-

sequently, it can be assumed that the final results of the labeling reflect the complex nature of 
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prosodic prominence which does not necessarily have to involve acoustic salience, but whose 

perception is also based, sometimes solely, on (top-down) phonological/linguistic and/or met-

rical expectations ([18], [19], [20]). Intonational phrases were defined as semantically and pro-

sodically coherent, fluent stretches of speech with the initial boundary marked by high pitch 

and a pitch accent, and a clear pre-boundary lengthening and boundary tone at the end ([21], 

[22]). In order to ensure an acceptable level of consistency, the prosodic annotations were cross-

checked by at least two transcribers. 

2.3 Measurements and methods 

2.3.1 Rhythmic prominence intervals 

The results of the prosodic labeling were processed automatically by means of Python scripts 

which provided 26 features for every syllable in the analyzed dataset, e.g. stress, pitch accent 

and prominence status, break index, position in the prosodic structure, duration (of the syllable, 

its onset, nucleus and coda), identity of the word and the nucleus, etc. The current data contains 

1855 instances of intonational phrases and 5428 instances of prominent syllables (almost 35% 

of all syllables). Altogether 3573 Rhythmic Prominence Intervals (RPIs) were extracted from 

the prosodic annotations by measuring time spans between the vowels of the adjacent prominent 

beats/syllables. One of the reasons for the selection of vowel onsets rather than syllable onsets 

was that the former seem to better correspond to perceptual (p-) centers of rhythmic beats than 

the latter (e.g. [23], [24], [25]). Stretches of syllables preceding the first prominent beat (i.e., 

anacruses) and following the last prominent beat in the intonational phrase were excluded from 

the analysis in order to minimize the effect of initial and pre-boundary lengthening at the into-

national phrase level (see [26] for a general overview, and [21][15], [21], [22] for Polish). As 

expected, the overall number of RPIs decreases with speaking rate [very slow: 822, slow: 780, 

normal: 703, fast: 652, very fast: 616] indicating that some of the prominent beats are optional 

and disappear at faster tempi resulting in a flattening of the rhythmic structure [13]. Bi- and tri-

syllabic RPIs were the most frequent (respectively, 36.7% and 30.6% of all RPIs), followed by 

4 syllables long RPIs (13%), mono-syllabic RPIs (7.1%), and intervals consisting of 5 (6.1%) 

and more syllables (6: 3.2%; 7: 1.8%). RPIs longer than 7 syllables were disregarded in the 

analyses due to very low frequency (below 1%). 

2.3.2 Speaking rate 

Speaking rate was measured in syllables per second, i.e. mean syllable length in each intona-

tional phrase per second was calculated and averaged over speakers (20), intended speaking 

rates (5) and RPI sizes (7), which resulted in 521 data points (cases with the missing values 

were removed). The averaging procedure was adopted to meet the independence assumption of 

a linear model (the original dataset included multiple responses from the same subject, so these 

responses could not be regarded as independent from each other; see [27]). A comparison be-

tween intended (ISR) and laboratory measured speaking rate (LSR, in syll./sec.) showed that 

the speakers succeeded in varying the tempo of their reading: the number of syllables per second 

increased incrementally from very slow to very fast ISR (Figure 1, left), but at the same time it 

was observed that they differed in their average speaking rate (Figure 1, right). Moreover, the 

results of ANOVA with ISR as a fixed factor and speaker as a random factor, revealed signifi-

cant differences in the implementation of the five intended tempi among the speakers [for ISR: 

F(1855, 4) = 1510, p < .001, ηp
2 = 0.77; for speaker: F(1855, 19) = 37.9, p < .001, p < .001, ηp

2 

=  0.28]. This model accounts for almost 80% of variability in the LSR (based on adjusted R2). 
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Figure 1 - Comparison between intended and laboratory measured speaking rate (left) and distribution 

of speaking rate in syll./sec. averaged over the five intended tempi for each speaker (right) 

One issue that needs to be considered in order to built a reliable regression model to exam-

ine the coupling strength between oscillators operating at various rhythmic levels across differ-

ent speaking rates concerns a possible relation between tempo estimated as syllables per second 

and syllable count in RPI, so that faster and slower rates are associated, respectively, with rel-

atively greater proportion of longer and shorter RPIs. If such tendency occurs, it may have 

serious consequences for the regression model, i.e. it will be very difficult to assess the effect 

of tempo and RPI size separately. Our study requires that tempo distribution is independent 

from syllable count. One solution to such a problem, as proposed by O’Dell & Nieminen and 

reported in [28] (p. 173), consists in partitioning the sorted data points for each syllable count 

into groups based on various ranges of quantiles (identical for all syllable counts) and perform-

ing a regression on each group. Contrary to [28], where tempo classes were estimated from data 

as the number of syllables per second, in the current study speaking rate is a fixed factor, i.e. 

tempo was controlled during the recordings by instructing the speakers to accelerate and decel-

erate their speech delivery, so that their speech samples could be grouped into five distinct 

tempo classes. 

2.3.3 Statistical analyses 

In line with the above considerations we examined the speech data using a correlation analysis 

and a chi-square test (sec. 3.1) to ensure that no confounding factors are introduced into the 

regression models.  

To determine the coupling strength between RPIs and syllables linear regression coeffi-

cients were estimated from the data separately for each intended speaking rate and the relative 

strength parameters r were calculated as a ratio of the intercept to the slope ([1], [2], [3], [5]; 

sec. 3.2). Additionally, we performed linear mixed effects analyses with speaker as a random 

effect. Finally, a multiple linear regression model for tempo-dependent RPI duration estimation 

was built (sec. 3.3). The statistical analyses were performed using Statistica 12 software pack-

age. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Speaking rate 

Firstly, the analysis using Pearson’s correlation coefficient indicated less than a moderate linear 

relationship between LSR and syllable count in RPI [r(521) = 0.36, p < .05]. Secondly, an 

association between ISR and RPI size was found [χ2(24, 521) = 39.9, p = 0.02]. Examination 

of the cell frequencies showed this might be due to unbalanced distribution of the “extreme” 

RPI sizes across the tempo classes: the 6- and 7-syllabic RPIs showed a preponderance of very 

fast rate (about 40% of all RPIs), while at the same time the proportion of the slowest rate was 

very low (about 4% and 6% respectively). As concerns the smallest RPIs they were underrepre-

sented at the fastest ISR (only 7 cases, i.e. 6% of all mono-syllabic RPIs). In order to ensure 

more consistency in the data RPIs shorter than two and longer than six syllables were eliminated 

and another chi-square test was performed on the reduced dataset. This time we found no asso-

ciation between the RPI size and intended speaking rate [χ2(12, 358) = 7.26, p = 0.84]. Conse-

quently, we concluded that the procedure suggested by O’Dell & Nieminen is unnecessary and 
the data is now adequate for the analysis. 

3.2 Interaction between RPI and syllabic oscillators and different tempi 

Five linear regression models were created to investigate the relation between RPI duration 

measured in milliseconds (representing the higher-level RPI oscillator) and RPI size counted in 

syllables (expressing the lower-level syllabic oscillator) at five speaking rates. The relative cou-

pling strength parameter r was calculated as a ratio of the intercept to the slope (Table 1).  

Table 1 - Simple linear models of RPI du-

ration at five intended speaking rates 

tempo 
regression 

equation  

coupling 

strength 

(r) 

adj. 

R2 

v. fast 98 + 116n 0.84 0.87 

fast 97 + 128n 0.76 0.83 

normal 139 + 130n 1.06 0.78 

slow 220 + 161n 1.36 0.52 

v. slow 330 + 212n 1.55 0.41 

 

Figure 2 - Regression results for the five 

tempo classes

All the models and coefficients were statistically significant (p < .001). It can be seen in Table 

1 that the intercepts and slopes increase with decreasing speaking rate and at the normal tempo 

they take intermediate values. Interestingly, the change in the coefficient values from very fast 

to normal rate appears to be much smaller comparing to that from normal to very slow rate. As 

stated in a cross-linguistic study on tempo-dependent timing variability [29] average speaking 

rate (LSR) and speakers’ ability to increase the rate are language-dependent, because they are 

“highly influenced by the language individual phonetic, phonologic and phonotactic syllable 

structures” (p. 473). It was shown that Spanish, which is traditionally referred to as “syllable-

timed”, is characterized by faster average speaking rate comparing to languages considered as 

“stress-timed”, i.e. English and German, and that speakers of French are capable of accelerating 

their speech delivery much more than speakers of English and German. At the same time the 

authors observed that the LSR changed proportionally in all the languages from normal to very 

slow rate. The regression results of our study indicate that what may be characteristic of the 
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Polish language is greater ability of the speakers to decrease the tempo than to increase it (Table 

1 and Figure 2). 

The intercept value for the normal tempo is in between the values reported in [5] for five 

languages (Spanish, Italian, English, Thai and Greek). With increasing rate our intercepts get 

closer to the values found for syllable-timed Italian (110) and Spanish (76), whereas with de-

creasing rate they take values that are similar to (or exceed) those found for stress-timed English 

(201) and Thai (220). The slopes observed in our study are steeper than those reported in [5].  

As suggested by O’Dell & Nieminen (see [28], p. 173) in order to estimate the relationship 

between tempo and relative coupling strength (r) we performed a further regression with ri as 

dependent variable and 1/bi (where bi = individual slopes) as continuous predictor. The results 

(Table 2) indicate that this relationship is statistically significant and the negative coefficient 

for 1/bi means that the relative coupling strength decreases significantly with increasing speak-

ing rate. On this basis we can conclude that the lower-level syllabic oscillator gains strength 

over the higher-level RPI oscillator with increasing rate, which can also be interpreted as a 

tendency towards syllable-timed rhythm ([1], [2]). 

Table 2 - Results of simple linear regression with r as dependent and 1/bi as predictor variable 

coeffi-

cients 

Esti-

mate 

Std. 

Error 

t p -95% +95% Beta 

(ß) 
Std.      

Error ß 

-95% +95% 

inter-

cept 
2.55 0.31 8.29 0.004 1.57 3.53     

1/bi -205 43 -4.76 0.018 -342 -67.8 -0.94 0.20 -1.57 -0.31 

Adjusted R2: 0.84 

In order to assess how the regression models fit the data we examined adjusted R2 (Table 

1). It can be seen that for the two fast and the normal rate the models containing RPI size explain 

a lot of variability in RPI duration in ms (between 78% and 87%), but the models for the slow 

and very slow ISR perform much worse. These results are in line with the tendencies reported 

in a previous study based on Polish spontaneous data [28] which, however, did not introduce 

intended speaking rate and obtained adjusted R2 in between 0.55 and 0.96. Next, we performed 

linear mixed effects analyses with RPI size as fixed effect and speaker as random effect, and in 

this way we took by-subject variability in speaking rate (LSR) into account (see sec. 2.3.2). The 

results indicated that the models with random intercepts for speakers had much better fit than 

the models without the random effect [adj. R2 for: norm = 0.94, fast = 0.91, vfast = 0.92, slow 

= 0.85, vslow = 0.87]. 

3.3 Multiple regression model of Rhythmic Prominence Interval duration 

We built multiple linear regression model for tempo-dependent RPI duration estimation using 

RPI size (in syllables), laboratory measured speaking rate (LSR in syll./sec.) and the interaction 

between these two predictor variables. Since the model relies on LSR and not ISR, and we know 

that there is a relatively weak relation between LSR and RPI size (see sec. 3.1) we use the full 

dataset, i.e. altogether 521 instances of RPIs varying in size from 1 to 7 syllables. The resulting 

model and the coefficients are statistically significant (p < .001). The adjusted R2 is very high, 

indicating a good fit to the data, and the model accounts for 88% of the variability in the RPI 

duration. The regression equation for predicting RPI duration is:    

RPI_length_ms = 507 + 286(RPI_size) – 76(LSR) – 22(LSR*RPI_size) 
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4 Conclusions and future work 

In this study, we built tempo-specific simple regression models and used their coefficients to 

calculate relative coupling strength (r) between two components of Polish speech rhythm that 

operate at distinct timescales, i.e. the syllables and the Rhythmic Prominence Intervals. The 

general findings of our study are consistent with the assumptions of the coupled oscillator 

model, i.e. dominance of the syllabic oscillator at faster rates (indicated by r < 1) and of the RPI 

oscillator at slower rates (r > 1), which can be interpreted, respectively, as a greater degree of 

syllable- and stress-timing. The long term timing variability that we observe here is just one 

aspect of the rhythm phenomenon (e.g., we do not know how particular syllables are affected 

by increasing/decreasing the RPI size and tempo), but it clearly shows that rhythmic patterning 

within a language can span the continuum between two “extremes”, i.e. syllable- and stress-

timing, which is consistent with the concept of coexisting rhythms in language [30]. Addition-

ally, at normal tempo the coupling strength parameter is close to 1 which is regarded as a tran-

sition “point” between syllable- and stress-timing [2]. This result illustrates well the fact that 

Polish is often considered as rhythmically mixed or intermediate. 

The results of linear mixed effects analyses indicated that at all speaking rates the models 

with random intercepts for speakers performed much better (in terms of the percentage of var-

iance accounted for as indicated by adj. R2) than the simple regression models. This suggests 

that average speaking rate and the ability to accelerate/decelerate speech delivery is not only 

language-specific, but also speaker-specific. Therefore grouping of speech data into tempo clas-

ses based on intended speaking rate (ISR) may be inconsistent in terms of the actual laboratory 

speaking rate (LSR), unless ISR is strictly regulated, e.g. by a metronome. Consequently, when-

ever possible, it seems reasonable to rely on LSR rather than ISR. 

In the future we plan to extent the scope of the current study by analyzing additional speech 

material available in the Polish Rhythmic Database, namely read dialogues, poems representing 

different meters and spontaneous monologues. Moreover, we intend to apply the framework of 

coupled oscillator model to evaluate the relevance of different components of the hierarchical 

rhythmic structure (syllables, feet, phonological phrases, etc.) and to investigate the interaction 

between them (see [31]). 
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